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About This Game

The year is 21XX and The Gang of The Paradox was exploring through another galaxy to find the pit of the paradox. After a
battle, instead of finding it, it came to them.

Play as Ivan, aka The Green Hare, the navigator of the gang in a Endless Runner!

Features:

6 Stages

4 Bosses

3 Different Modes

Completely forgettable story
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Title: Hare
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie, Racing
Developer:
Zelun, Tio_jolo
Publisher:
Zelun
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 or higher

Processor: Intel Core i3

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Dedicated graphics card

DirectX: Version 8.0

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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i restarted the game four times to get the perfect ending where I'm mooned by the butler 10\/10. Not worth it after nerf.
nerfing is ok but CHANGING the core component of commender is not. what a precious gem of a game *-*
i dont really know why the game is being called "Sadist" but its not the first japanese title that has a bit strange name. it may be
"<3 Sadist <3" at least regarding the ending i got in my playthrough.

playthrough you ask.. well yes it may be Visual Novel style but it has a surprising amount of choices. All at the right time and
when i felt it would matter for me. You can define if the protagonist has a story arch and how the story arch develops, iE if she
overcomes herself and becomes more aware of her surroundings (so to speak, i dont wantt o spoil it for you)

all this is very sensible, light hearted and nicely written. the emotions are transported through Wanacas wonderful and lovely
artwork as in most Winged Cloud games. I love her art work so much. There are so many lovely details in the expressions so
much joy and happyness.

Its also very polished in every way. The music is fitting and supportive to the scenes up to the point where its sustaining the love
scenes in a wonderful way (like the piano tunes at the end)

mild spoilers ahead

I was really touched by the ending and the character development the protagonist went through. (as said its the ending in which
she gets togetehr with her best gf after uncovering her feelings. (its a bit of a reference to Sakura Cupid starting scene i guess
when Liliam shoots a similar couple with love bullets)

i can only recommend thi.

10/10 would buy again and im looking forward their next release

i read one critic here stating the Visual Novels are too similar and they are absically just the same characters in different roles.
Well i own the Sakura bundle and i can not second this opinion. While there are some similiarities those are often references.
The stories stand alone and address usually a different aspect. such as unspoken and uncovered love between friends, true
feeligns etc with multiple endings and variations.

i only play one ending which i feel is the true ending for myself so i cant speak for a complete game. but the titles i played dont
repeat themselfes and i would and do recommend them to friends aswell as they have the right mix between light hearted,
entertaining and create an emotionaly impactful setting and story.. 1\/10.
I rate the other games very highly, but this is frustrating without end. Did not enjoy a single moment after entering the city of
Mampang, even though I spent multiple hours on it. I have so far died 7 times, and I am no closer to figuring out how to "win".

*spoilers* (-ish): This version of Sorcery! introduces a mechanic, where you can no longer rewind, but when you die, you
respawn at the same place with your newfound knowledge. The respawn mechanic is pretty fun and well thought out, and it adds
a lot to the game, but not getting to rewind after misclicking once at the end of a one-hour-"dungeonpuzzle" takes away so much
more than it adds.

I hate myself for ever beginning this series as the only way for me to finish it, is by using a online walkthrough.. I got this game
during a sale because it looked exactly like the type of game I was looking for.

At only 3hrs in, I'm hooked. This game makes me go through a wide variety of emotions. From sadness to joy, to fear.
The soundtrack is beautiful, the story is enganging and the game mechanics are easy to pick-up.

Such a beautiful little gem of a game.

Why did I only find this now and now two years ago when it was released?

Definitely recommended!. Best city scenery I ever bought or downloaded from the X-Plane forum. Just beatiful in the night or
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by sunset, less heavy (FPS) than NYC or Las Vegas.. About half way through the game and having a great time! Love the art
direction and the puzzles are a lot of fun, I'll definitely go back to solve them in different ways. Ran into a few minor bugs, but
nothing that stopped me from playing. Defintely worth it for the music alone.. One of the best point and clicks I have played!
The puzzles actully make sense! When I got stumped and finally figured out the puzzle I was just shaking my head as to how I
didn't figure it out before. Love the story and the art style.. This game scratched that Mischief Makers itch I've had for a while.
While you can't shake enemies, you can Spider Man Rena through levels. The mechanics are simple but give the player a lot of
little mechanics for getting around the stages and obstacle, such as wall jumping, teathering yourself to a wall to walk up or
down it, letting go of a grapple mid swing to get more distance and so on. Your only way of attacking is grabbing foes or items
from the level and hucking them at your enemies but it doesn't need more than that.

The story is simple and cute with a lot of funny moments and a colorful cast of characters (Pine probably being my favorite). As
I kinda hinted at this game takes inspiration from Mischief Makers but thankfully isn't as hard in my opinion. You don't have to
do odd obsucre tasks to see this games ending (though you are graded at the end of each stage and it is fun to replay them for
higher grades or achievements)

This is probably the best platformer I have played this year, I highly recommend it.
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This game really nails the "easy to play, hard to master" mantra. It succeeds at being accessible to all kind of players, but at the
same time it excels at rewarding dedication and mastery.

It's one hit one kill mechanic is easy to grasp, and the aparent (only aparent) simplicity of mechanics makes for an easy
adaptation into the game.

However, when you deepen into the game and realize the great amount of attacks and animations that really are available, you
understand that there is much to be learned and mastered in this game.

Apart from the main fighting mechanics, the fact that you play as a whole Dynasty at once expands the possibilities even more.
In order to become a competitive player, you will need to master not only every champion inside your dynasty, but also the
champions of the opposing dynasties. This way, you will be able to wisely select your next champion to respawn once you die
and counter your adversaries.

It can be enjoyed as a single screen local multiplayer, or online multiplayer. From my experience, the online aspect seems to be
lacking some optimization, as I have experienced a couple issues while playing online. Though it works without problems most
of the time and the local experience is just superb.

If you are into game lores, this game also includes a "Codex", which gives an accurate description of all the ~40 champions and
also some tips. I really enjoyed reading through it.

Conclusion:
Easy to play, but with a lot of depth to satisfy serious players.
Playing as a dynasty really makes for an strong tactical aspect.
Original champions and mechanics.
Some online conectivity issues.
Can definitely work as a party game.
Recommended.. Good story. Good HOPs. Good to excellent puzzles. Good music. Lovely art.
I enjoyed this game quite a bit.
Overly-challenging collectibles (I thought the snowflakes in the previous game were a problem, but the acorns \/ seeds of life
were truly frustrating). That said this game has an *excellent* after-game extras menu in order to fill in missing bits and pieces
(and achievements).
Despite a few irritants, highly recommended.
9 or 9.5\/10. Really great to see a developer constantly improve their work. Shaping up to be an amazing game.. yeeeyyy finally,,
discount again..

thanks lord gaben. I wasn't expecting it to be as good as it was. I caught my self saying ok just one more, just one more so close.
I liked the fun factor, the head shots are rewarding. I would have liked the use of my left hand to steady the gun rather than 2
fisting my right hand but all in all I enjoyed it.. I don't usually like Mobas. I am a fan of FPS games, tank games, space games,
etc. But, for some reason. I have truly enjoyed this game. Even will be streaming it in a couple hours for a few hours. I have had
a blast playing this and will continue to play and enjoy this game. Some things are a bit meh about it, but overall? I recommend
the game.. I like it, if you are new to vr and you have a fear of heights this will certainly get the adrenalin going. If you are used
to vr as i am its a good balance\/ coordination exercise.
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